
Robert Smith
Swing Shift Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A well-motivated candidate for any job asked. Punctual, accurate, professional and dependable. 
Interested in a career that may expand  knowledge and provide contribution and participation that
may further advancement in any company. Have successfully completed  training on becoming a 
manager and expanded  knowledge with training courses and courses knew would improve  
advancement in career.

SKILLS

Calculator, light accounting, leadership & customer service.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Swing Shift Manager
ABC Corporation  June 2009 – December 2012 
 Made sure store was clean and stocked for next shift.
 Started off as a cashier with in 6 months was training to be a manager.
 Insured employees follow all restaurant policies and procedures and that guest service 

requirements were met.
 Responsible for the daily and nightly inventory counts.
 Wanted a more positive, less drama work environment with a more consistent schedule.
 Counted money drawers.
 Performed Inventories.

Swing Shift Manager
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2009 
 Knowledgeable in the daily, nightly and weekending paperwork such as balancing inventory 

count, cash deposits.
 It is also my responsibility to also ensure that new hires are trained properly and follow the 

store and food safety policies.
 Ensured time of supervised employees was correctly reported(50-60 employees) Approved 

overtime of supervised employees when .
 Running Reports Balance cash drawers and make deposits Manage and run shifts.
 Ran the store, accounted for all money in the store, watched over all employees 

Accomplishments I was asked to be transferred to help open a new .
 Open and close store, orientaions, hire new employees, interviews, cashier, take orders, 

prepare food.
 Handle complaints, count down drawers, handle safe, make schedules, bank runs, deposists, 

train new employees.

EDUCATION

Diploma - (Kirkwood community college)
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